In practical applications, wireless sensor network (WSN) 
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks are multi-hop wireless networks formed by a large number of resources constrained sensor nodes. Each sensor generates massive data streams that are readings obtained from the sensing devices [1, 2] . The limitation of sensor such as: available energy and wireless bandwidth have necessitated alternative computation and communication approaches under such constraints. Energy source of sensors usually powered by battery, which is undesirable even impossible to be recharged or replaced. Therefore, maximizing energy efficiency and prolonging networking lifetime are major challenge in WSN [3] [4] [5] .
Often, sensor networks are used to monitor remote areas or disaster situations. In both of these scenarios, the sink cannot be located near the sensors. Thus, data from sensors are transmitted to a central location (sink) where efficient and complex analysis takes place, which is demand for such energy and bandwidth, because transmission energy scales as n d ( n typically 2 4 -, d transmission distance) and transmission is the largest consumer of energy in WSN [6] (For the energy cost of transmitting 1kb over a distance of 100 meters, a general purpose processor with 100MIPS/W power could execute million instructions). Besides, centralized processing is too slow for application with low latency requirement and leaves most of the processing capability of sensors unutilized. Hence performing in-network distributed data processing closer to local sensor is an energy sufficient alternative.
In addition, sensor node is a spatial object; sensor data points usually have attributes in two domains (i.e., optimization domain and geography domain). Attributes in the optimization domain (respectively,
Related Work
Some related works have been elaborated on clustering problem with spatial constrains. In [8] , C.-R. Lin et al. proposed clustering method with spatial constrains, ICC algorithm. Based on the techniques of SVM [9, 10] and complete-link [11] algorithms, their method conducts an interlaced process of performing clustering in the non-geographic space and classification in the geographic space to adjust the geographic scope of each cluster while minimizing the dissimilarity between points in the clusters. However, algorithm ICC suffers from inefficiency due to the usage of the complete-link algorithm; in addition, their results heavily depend on the parameters of SVM. In [12] , a clustering problem with a generalized connected constraint for spatial databases is proposed. The problem is that given the number of clusters and a distance threshold, objects whose distance in the geography domain is within a given threshold are grouped into a cluster and the average cost of clustering results in the optimization domain is minimized. In [13] , a clustering problem with spatial constrains, based on the techniques of sub-graph problem to solve, suffers from inefficiency with a large number of sensor nodes. In addition, these clustering algorithms with spatial constrains proposed in [8, [12] [13] [14] , are centralized algorithm that could not deal with the clustering problem with spatial constrains in distributed databases. These clustering algorithm with spatial constrains proposed in [15] [16] [17] [18] is for image segmentation, rather than sensor data.
There has also been a lot of recent work done on clustering analysis for sensor network. In [19] , given a set of data streams, the goal is to cluster objects with higher similarity in each non-overlapping window. In [20] , present distributed clustering of WSN data stream using SUBFCM algorithm to reduce the total data transmission. In [21] , distributed data mining appears to have the necessary features to apply clustering to streaming data produced on sensor networks. However, the works in [19] [20] [21] does not consider the spatial constraint among objects. Most works on clustering analysis for sensor networks actually concentrate on clustering the sensors by their geographical position [22] and connectivity, mainly for power management [23] and network routing purposes [24] . However, we are interested in clustering techniques for data produced by the sensors, instead.
Traditional Fuzzy c-means clustering algorithm
FCM is one of the most widely used algorithms implemented in many applications. Introduced by Ruspini [25] and improved by Dune and Bezdek [26, 27] , The algorithm is an iterative clustering method that produces an optimal c partition by minimizing the weighted within group sum of squared error objective function FCM J
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Definition3 (Distance measure): The distance measure between i x and j x in non-geometric attributes is defined as
The distance measure between i v and j v in geometric attributes is defined as
Subtractive clustering algorithm
The FCM clustering algorithm needs a priori knowledge of the number of clusters and initial guess positions for each cluster center, the output rules depend strongly on the choice of initial values. Unfortunately the number of clusters c within the WSN dataset is not pre-known. Hence in the research, we have introduced Subtraction clustering algorithm to auto-determine the number of clusters and initial location of cluster centers through search techniques. The subtractive clustering method [28] assumes each data point is a potential cluster center and calculates a measure of the likelihood that each data point would define the cluster center, based on the density of surrounding data points.
Consider a collection of data points
. We consider each data point as a possible cluster center and define a measure of the potential of data point i x as ( )
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean distance, and 0 r a > denotes the neighborhood radius for each cluster center. The potential associated with each data depends on its distance to all the neighborhoods. Obviously, the potential of a data point is high when its neighborhood is dense. After calculating potential for each point, the one with the highest potential value will be selected as the first hidden node center. 
where 0 b r > represents the radius of the neighborhood for which significant potential revising will occur. To avoid obtaining closely spaced cluster centers b r is set to be somewhat greater than a r ; a good choice is 1.25
When the potentials of all data points have been revised according to Eq.(8), the data point with the highest remaining potential is selected as the second cluster center. The process is then continued further. In general, after the kth cluster center has been obtained, the potential of each data point is revised by Eq.(9) ( )
The process of acquiring new cluster center and revising potentials repeats until the remaining potential of all data points falls below some fraction of the potential of the first cluster center 1 c D . In addition to this criterion for ending the clustering process are criteria for accepting and rejecting cluster centers that help avoid marginal cluster centers [29] .
After that, the number of cluster and location of cluster centers is taken to the following FCMS algorithm.
Fuzzy C-Means Clustering Algorithm with Spatial Constraints（FCMS）
In WSN application, sensor data often contain spatial and sensing measurements information. One of the important characteristics of sensor data is that neighboring sensor are highly correlated. In other words, these neighboring sensors possess similar sensing values and the probability that they belong to the same cluster is great. Therefore we can compare the membership of central sensor with the one of neighbor sensors in a window to analysis whether the central sensor is classified rightly or not. This spatial relationship is important in clustering, but it is not utilized in a standard FCM algorithm. All sensor data are used as dispersive points when using the standard FCM algorithm to cluster. To exploit the spatial information, FCMS algorithm is to incorporate the neighborhood information into the FCM algorithm. Considering the influence of spatial neighboring sensor nodes on the cluster center, the 
Similar to that of FCM algorithm, ik u and the cluster centers k v are now updated via:
The core idea now is to define the new factor ik G , which should incorporate locate spatial information and sensing measurements, and furthermore control the influence of the neighborhood sensor nodes depending on their distance from the cluster center. The paper proposes a method for determining the novel fuzzy factor ik G based on the neighborhood information inspired by [15] 
where the ith sensor node is the center of the local window (for example, a circle of radius r ), k is the reference cluster and the jth sensor node belongs in the set of the neighbors falling into a window around the ith node ( i N ). jk u is the degree of membership of the jth node in the kth cluster, m is the weighting exponent on each fuzzy membership, and k v is the prototype of the center of cluster k . The control of this balance is automatically achieved by the definition of the fuzziness of each sensor node (both non-geometrical attributes space and geometrical attributes space). Also, by using i j opt x x -, the factor ik G makes the influence of the non-geometrical attributes space within the local window. Thus, more local spatial information can be used. FCMS algorithm take the Fuzzy radius a r and fuzziness measure m as inputs and reveals the structures in the data stream space, The parameter a r determines the granularity of structures ,The smaller it is the higher the resolution of the structures and the more computation overhead. Thus, the FCMS algorithm is given as follows.
Step0: Specify fuzzy radius a r , fuzziness measure m and the stopping condition e . Step1: For each data object i x ; ﹛1.1 Calculate potential measure-Eq.(7). When the algorithm has converged, a defuzzification process takes place in order to convert the fuzzy partition matrix U to a crisp partition. The maximum membership procedure is the most important method that has been developed to defuzzify the partition matrix U . This procedure assigns the node i to the class C with the highest membership
The Distributed FCMS Algorithm (DFCMS)
In WSN environments, sensor nodes are distributed onto different sites connected to each other via wireless networks. In DFCMS Algorithm hierarchical topology [2] [30] is used to organize nodes in self-organizing grouped structure. It is not efficient and needs high communication cost to conduct clustering on a central server site where all datasets amass from the local sensor nodes. Instead of exploiting a centralized mechanism, the DFCMS algorithm first fulfills local clustering on group heads, which is responsible for receiving local sensor data from each member and save those data into their buffer for clustering using FCMS Algorithm, and then extracts proper features from these local generated clusters. The extracted features are then sent to the sink, which is responsible for collecting local features and global clustering based on those features. Considering that local cluster features are far less than the number of original datasets, DFCMS can significantly reduce communication cost as well as computational complexity. When receiving the local cluster features, the sink merges local clusters to generate global clusters using FCMS Algorithm. Finally, the global clusters are returned to the local sensor nodes.
In summary, the process of the DFCMS algorithm is as follows: 1) Conducting local clustering on group heads using SUBFCMS Algorithm; 2) Extracting features from the local clusters generated on group heads and transmitting the features to the sink;
3) Building the global clusters on the sink based on collected local cluster features using SUBFCMS Algorithm; 4) Returning the global clusters to each of the group heads and updating the clusters on each local sensor nodes.
Energy Consumption Analysis
The energy model used in this work is adapted from1. Thus, to transmit a message a distance , the radio expends： 
.
To receive this message, the radio expends: e are the amplifier energy. For the sake of simplicity, executing algorithm's power expenditure used for processing the message is assumed proportional to the number of iterations need for the algorithm to converge. Hence, to process the message, microcontroller expends:
whereV is the supply voltage, avg C is the average capacitance switched per cycle, h is the number of iteration the algorithm.
Therefore the total energy expends for the sensor system is:
We assume that there are n sensor nodes distributed uniformly in a M Ḿ region with the sink
For the DFCMS algorithm case, LEACH appears to be a promising protocol, and we assume sensor nodes always transmit data to the group head during their allocated TDMA slot and group heads transmit data to the sink. The total energy expends for the sensor system is:
where k is the number of group head, toCH d
is local sensor node to group head the average distance, sin to k d is group head to sink the average distance; CH h is the number of iterations to run FCMS algorithm on group heads, sin k h is the number of iterations to run FCMS algorithm on sink .According to [1, 31] , we can get In the case of Central FCM algorithm (CFCM), the sensor data were directly transmitted to the sink. The total energy expends for the sensor system is:
where sin to k D is local sensor node to sink the average distance; ' sin k h is the number of iterations to run FCM algorithm on sink
Experimental studies
In this section, we conduct a series of experiments to assess the performance of the proposed method. The experiments use to generate synthetic data is the same as that used in [8] . There are two attributes in the geographic domain and another two attributes in the optimization domain. The number of nodes is 1000. In Section 7.1, we show the clustering effectiveness of the FCMS algorithm with visualization of outputs. We also explore energy expenditure for the sensor system in Section 7.2. For these experiments described in following section, the communication energy parameters are set as: 
Experiment 1 Effectiveness
In this experiment, we apply algorithm FCMS to a complex data set in Fig.1 , and demonstrate that our methods can achieve fine clustering quality with the visualization of the results in both the geographic space G and the optimization space O. The result of execute our FCMS algorithm is shown in Fig.2 . We apply traditional FCM clustering algorithm to the synthetic data set in the optimization domain, and the clustering result is shown in Fig.3 . Note that the generated clusters in synthetic data set are heavily overlapped in the geographic space G. FCMS cluster algorithm still produce connective and non-overlapped clusters in the non-geographic space G while gathering up similar data points in the optimization space O with best efforts. In Fig.3 , we can see that FCM could not get desirable clusters. In Fig.3 (a) , generated by FCM could not form compact regions in the geographic space G, while FCMS generates four clusters compactly spreading in the geographic space G in Fig.2 (a) .
( ) ( ) Matlab is used for the simulation purpose and the simulation result sees Fig.4 and Fig.5 . Fig.4 . shows the total energy expended on the sensor network as the diameter of the network is increased using DFCMS and CFCM algorithm (number of sensor nodes is 1000). This plot shows that the DFCMS algorithm achieves greater compared with CFCM clustering algorithm reduction in energy. Direct communication between the sensors and the sink is extremely energy intensive, since transmission energy scales as n d ( n typically 2 4
- [32] , d is transmission distance), In addition, since direct communication does not enable spatial reuse, this approach may not be feasible for large-scale sensor networks. Fig.5 shows a comparison of total energy expenditure as the number of the sensor nodes is increased for CFCM and our clustering algorithm, DFCMS. As shown in this plot, there is a large advantage to using local data cluster, rather than direct communication when the distance to the sink is large, since transmits the local features to the sink, this greatly reduces the amount of data that is sent to the sink and thus achieves energy-efficiency. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we formulate a distributed clustering problem based on FCMS algorithm for Sensor Streams. The proposed algorithm can clusters sensor streams overcoming the disadvantages of the known FCM algorithms. This is achieved by incorporating local spatial and sensing value information. This method not only takes into account sensing measurements, but also considers spatial relations between sensors. The fuzzy factor ik G as a local (spatial and sensor value) similarity measure plays a key role in this algorithm, which is inspired by image segmentation thoughts. FCMS doesn't require the number of centers to be pre-specified. Distributed FCMS algorithm clusters the acquired data streams within network and transmits local features rather than transmitting raw data to the sink. Simulations reveal that FCMS can solve the spatial clustering problem effectively and reduce energy consumption of WSN. 
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